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Rebound

A Playbook for 
Rebuilding Agency, 

Accelerating 
Learning 

Recovery, and 
Rethinking Schools

Fisher, D., Frey, N., Smith, D. & Hattie, J. (2021). Grades K-12 rebound: A playbook for rebuilding agency, 
accelerating learning recovery, and rethinking schools.  Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press.



Powerful InstructionSouth Lewis “Tip of the 
Month” - September, 2021

The “Next Normal” 
An opportunity to return even stronger

Fisher, D., Frey, N., Smith, D. & Hattie, J. (2021). Grades K-12 rebound: a playbook for rebuilding agency, accelerating learning recovery, and rethinking schools.  Thousand Oaks: CA: Corwin

As the new year begins, let us focus on accelerating learning and creating opportun!ies for learning leaps.  We have 
the power to rewr!e the headlines, shifting the focus from defic! thinking of learning loss to learning recovery.

A Thought to Ponder…….

“It’s time to rebound.” “Let’s not simply go back to school but rather 

return to school stronger and be$er.”            (Fisher, Frey, Sm!h & Ha$ie, 2021)

Resolve - We have losses 
and the world is a different place.  

But, for the students, we move  
"always forward."

Relief and Resilience - In this 
second stage, we draw upon our 

strengths and persevere.  We may 
not forget the past events, but we 
can use what we have learned to 

make us #SouthLewisStrong.
Return and Reopen - In this next stage, we plan for 

the re-opening of school and the return of our students.  
It can be a rollercoaster of emotion, but there are many 

possibilities for reimagining our classrooms.

Reimagine - In this next stage, 
we are ready to look at what 
worked during the pandemic 

teaching and what did not.  What 
are those successes we want to 

continue as we return?

Redefine and Reinvent - In 
this final stage, WE TAKE ACTION!  

What are the new opportunities we 
can create?  What effective 

practices and new instructional 
strategies can we implement?
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Rebound
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Rebound

Module 1: Rebound Module 2: Rebuilding 
Educator Agency

Module 3: Rebuilding 
Student Agency

Module 4: Recovering Learning 
Through Curriculum

Module 5: Recovering Learning 
Through Instruction

Module 6: Recovering Learning 
Through Assessment

Module 7: Recovering Learning 
Through Supportive Schoolwide 

Systems

Module 8: Learning Leaps That 
Mobilize Intervention Efforts

Module 3: Rebuilding Student 
Agency
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Rebound
Module 3: Rebuilding Student Agency

(Retrieved from:  sociologydictionary.org)

Rebound describes agency as “the ability to engage in efforts to reach 
a goal, which can include impacting others” (Fisher, Frey, Smith & Hattie, 2021).

There is no doubt that the agency of many of our students has 
been impacted by remote and hybrid learning.  

A student’s agency is foundational to his/her learning and must be 
restored as we return to full time in-person learning.  It is a time for 
rebuilding and rebounding.  



Rebound
Module 3: Rebuilding Student Agency

“Student Agency is the management of one’s own learning”
(Fisher, Frey, Smith & Hattie, 2021).

https://www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown-timer/
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Rebound
Module 3: Rebuilding Student Agency

For rebounding, there are eight dimensions of student agency.  

1.  Self-efficacy - this means that the students believe that they 
can achieve their goals.  This is foundational to student 
agency.  (Effect size of .71)

What exactly are the components of student agency and how do 
we work to rebuild it? 

2.  Pursuit of interest - this is when a student has a 
determination to learn about something of interest - they  stick 
with it because it interests them and they learn or build skills 
along the way (organic learning).
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Rebound
Module 3: Rebuilding Student Agency

Eight Dimensions Continued…… 

3.  Perseverance of effort - ever heard Billy Ocean’s “When the 
Going Gets Tough, the Tough Get Going?”  These students have 
a higher degree of persistence and keep going when the 
“going gets tough.”

4.  Locus of control - Do your students believe they are in 
control of their own success or do they think they are “lucky?”  
Students with internal locus of control believe in their own skills 
and effort.  
5.  Mastery orientation - Do your students understand that 
what they are learning benefits them?  Are they willing to put 
forth a higher degree of effort to seek mastery?
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Rebound
Module 3: Rebuilding Student Agency

Eight Dimensions Continued…… 
6.  Metacognition - “thinking about thinking……”.  We teach 
even our youngest students to “think about thinking” when     
we build strategies such as re-reading when they do not 
understand.

7.  Future orientation - “…a goal of schooling is to help 
students see that the learning they do today is grounded not 
only in their current context but also in their investment in their 
own future aspirations” (Fisher, Frey, Smith & Hattie, 2021).  

8.  Self-regulation - Students with higher self-regulation skills  
can reset their attention during a lesson (posting and stating an 
objective helps with this!), utilize varying strategies, and are 
organized. 
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Rebound
Module 3: Rebuilding Student Agency

Teacher Practices to Rebuild Student Agency

Student Opportunities

Student-Teacher Collaboration

Teacher-Led Approaches
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Rebound
Module 3: Rebuilding Student Agency

Student Opportunities
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Rebound
Module 3: Rebuilding Student Agency

Student-Teacher Collaboration
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Rebound
Module 3: Rebuilding Student Agency

Teacher-Led Approaches
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Rebound
Module 3: Rebuilding Student Agency

One final thought……. 

“Student agency fuels learning.  During COVID 
times, many students have likely experienced 
some loss of agency about their learning and 
their lives, compromising their relationship with 
learning” (Fisher, Frey, Smith & Hattie, 2021).
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“Student agency fuels learning.  During COVID times, many students have likely experienced some loss of agency about 
their learning and their lives, compromising their relationship w!h learning” (Fisher, Frey, Sm!h & Ha"ie, 2021)

                                           A Thought to Ponder……. 

Rebound describes agency as “the abil!y to engage in efforts to reach a goal, which can include impacting others”           

(Fisher, Frey, Sm!h & Ha"ie, 2021)

8 Dimensions of Student AgencyModule 3: Rebuilding Student Agency

Self-Efficacy 
Students believe that 
they can achieve the! 

goals.  This is 
f"ndati#al to 
student agency.

#1

Students stick with 
s$ething because it 

int%ests them and 
they &e engaged 
('ganic le&ning).

P%sev%ance of 
Eff't 

These students p%sist 
and keep g(ng when 

things get t"gh.

Locus of C#)* 
Do y"r students 
believe they &e in 
c#)* of the! +n 

success?

Do y"r students 
und%stand that what 

they &e le&ning 
benefits them?

Mast%y Orientati#

#2 #3 #4

#5
“Thinking ab"t 
thinking.”  Have 

students st, and 
-plain the! 
reas#ing.

Metacogniti##6

Help students see that 
the! c.ent le&ning 

is valuable to the! 
fut/e.

Fut/e Orientati# These students can 
reset the! a0enti# 
d/ing less#s and &e 'ganized. Posting 
objectives supp'ts 

this!

Self-Regulati#
#7 #8

P/suit of Int%est
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Rebound

Want to take a deeper dive into 
REBOUND? 

Join our South Lewis REBOUND Book Study 

group starting Wednesday, October 20th! 

Time/Location:  3:00 p.m. - The Falcon Library 

Email Deb Domagala to join!



We all own this ……. 
We’re all in this together……..


